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Abstract, 

The Roltzmann equation solutions are considered for the small 
Knudsen number,The main attention is devoted to certain devia- 
tions from the classical Navier-St,okes description. The equations 
for the quasistationary slow flows are derived. These equations 
do not contain the Knudsen number and provide in this sence 
a limiting description of hydrod~naInica1 variables. Two wt41- 
known special cases are also indic*atcd. ln the isothermal ca,se 
t,he equations are equivalent t,o t,he incompressible Navier-Stokes 
equations, in stationary case they coincide with the equatJions of 
slow non-isothermal flows. It is shoIvn that the derived equations 

._ possess all principal properties of t,hc HoltJzmann equat!ion in con- 
t)ra,st to the Rurnctt equations. In one dimension the equations 
reduce t,o the nonlinear diffusion equation, being cxact,ly solvable 
for Maxwell molecules. ~lulticiirrlensiotlal stationary heat-transfer 
problems are also discussed. It is shown that one can expect an 
essential difference between the Boltzmann equation solution in 
the limit of the continuous media and the corresponding solution 
of the Navier-Stokes ecnlations. 

t Permanent address: Keldysh Institute of Applied Matl~ernatics, Acadcnly of Sciences 
of Russia. Miusskaya Sq. 4, 125047 Moscow, Russia 
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It is well-known that for small Knudsen numbers Kn << 1 the Boltzmann 
equation solutions can be approximated by the locally Maxwell disribution 
with parameters p(z, t) (d ensity), ~(2, t) (velocity) and T(x:, t) (temperature) 
satisfying hydrodynamical equations. IJsing the standard Chapman-Enskog 
method [1,2] we obtain the Euler equations for Kn = 0, then co 
the compressible Navier-Stokes equations (first order in respect to 
Burnett equations (second order) and so on.Even for the simplest, initial 
value problem in infinite or periodic dornain the direct; using of the Burnett 
(and also the next super-Burnett) equations is impossible because of non- 
physical instability of the global equilibrium state (p = COT&, 2~ = 0,T’ = 

con&) for these equations [3]. Therefore the Euler and the compressible 
Navier-Stokes equations rernain to be basi quations for a description of 
the Boltzmann equation asymptotics with n 3 0. .Just for this reason 
we can term these equations the standard hydrodynamical equations for the 
BoItzrnann equation.The present paper is devoted to the consideration of 
some deviations (real or imaginary) from these usual equations. 

We mention the two well-known such deviations. III the both cases the hy- 
drodynamical values of the main order with II + 0 satisfy not the standard 
hydrodynamical equations but (1) the incompressible Navier-Stokes equa- 
tions in the first case [4,5] or (2) th e so-called SNIF-equations (SNIF mea,ns 
Slow Non-Isotermal Flows, for a review see [6]). In these cases the typical 
gas velocity u and the Mach number M are small (U i M - Kn), besides 
the Reynolds number Re --t const with Kn --+ 0. The typical time has in 
the case (1) the order Kn-‘. As to the case (2) the authors of this approach 
considered mainly the stationary SNIF-equations (61. 

In the first case the main attention after the publication of the basic 
papers [4,5] was devoted to attempts to prove rigorously the corresponding 
limit transition [7,8]. In the recent paper [9] the compressible Navier-Stokes 
equations was derived directly from the Harniltonian dynamics.However, to 
the best of the author’s knowledge, the connection between this approach 
and SNIF-equations was not discussed. 

The SNIF-equations were derived in the beginning of 70th and discussed 
in detail in the papers of M.N.Kogan, V.S.Galkin and O.G.Freedlender (one 
can find references in the review [S]). Th e main attention in these papers was 
devoted to the so-called thermal stress convection, that seems to be the most 
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imnortant uhvsical effect connected with this theory. Therefore some other 
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interesting aspects of this approach were not discussed in detail, in particular 
non-stationary problems. The majority of publications on SNIP-theory are 
devoted to stationary problems. Even in papers [lO,ll] where the stability of 
equilibrium solutions is analysed for SNP-equations the authors considered 
the dispersion relation only and did not define explicitly the complete non- 

stationary equations.Tlius the problem of const~ruction of the correct non- 
stationary SNIF-equations remains unclear. 

One of the goals of the present paper is just an accurate derivation and 
investigation of such non-stationary (quasistationary as we shall see below) 
equations. These equations for t<he stationary case coincide with SNIF- 
equations. They also admit the particu1a.r class of isoternrical (7’ = COLS(;) 
solutions t,hat, correspond to incom~)ressible Navier-Stokes equations. We 
unify in such a way the two above mentioned cases (1) and (2) in the more 
general class of equations that we can term t,hc q”‘tsist,at,ionary slow flows 
(&SF) equations. The equations describe the time evolution of the lirnit- 
ing (with Kn -+ 0) values and do not contain the Knrldser~ number.We do 
not use the term “I1oI1-isothernral” for these equations since their isothermal 
special case (incompressible Navier-Stokes equations) is also very nontrivial. 
Nevertheless it should be stressed that the QSF-equations are the natural 
generalizntion of the stationary SNIF- t,heory. 

In the Sec.2 we formulate the problem connecting wit)h quasistationary 
solutions of the l3oltzmann equation for small Knudsen numbers. Then in 
the Sec.3 the QSF equations are derived. The df:rivat,ion is based on the re- 

7 expension of the Chapman-Enskog series but it is easy to verify that the result 

I 
does not change if we use the direct (I-Iilbert-type) expansion of the Roltz- 
mann equation. The principal properties (conservation laws and H-theorem) 
of the QSF-equations are proved in the Sec.4, so that these equations are 
quite correct in contrary to the Burnett equations. We also consider some 
interesting special cases in the Sec.4 and describe in detail in the Sec.5 a 
cIass of solutions depending on the single space variable. Roughly speaking 
we manage to reduce the equations to a single quasilinear diffusion equation 
in this simple case. We show also that t>his diffusion equation can be lin- 

1 earizrd for Maxwell molecules.In the Sec.6-7 we consider multidimensional 
problems and discuss in detail the non-Navier-Stokes limit at Kn = 0 of the 
stationary temperature and density fields for a gas being confined between 
two non-symmetrical surfaces having difFerent temperatures. It is shown that 



the SNIP-theory and the Navier-Stokes equations give essentially different re- the SNIP-theory and the Navier-Stokes equations give essentially different re- 
sults for the limiting case Kn = 0. sults for the limiting case Kn = 0. 

uasistationary solutions 0 

We consider the Roltzmann equation for a distribution function f(:c, u, 2)(x E We consider the Roltzmann equation for a distribution function f(:c, u, 2)(x E 
R”, 21 E R3, t E R+ denote respectively space coordinate,velocity and time) R”, 21 E R3, t E R+ denote respectively space coordinate,velocity and time) 

ft + v * fz = +w, f), fjt=o = so, ft + v * fz = +w, f), fjt=o = so, (1) (1) 

where where . means a scalar product, r(f, f) denotes . means a scalar product, r(f, f) denotes tl tl re collision integral, E de- re collision integral, E de- 
notes the Knudsen number, that is a small parameter of this problem. For notes the Knudsen number, that is a small parameter of this problem. For 
a simplicity we consider in this Section the initial value problem in infinite a simplicity we consider in this Section the initial value problem in infinite 
space R3 with an equilibrium (absolute Maxwell) distribution in infinity. space R3 with an equilibrium (absolute Maxwell) distribution in infinity. 

The equation (1) is written in dimensionless variables, so that all (except The equation (1) is written in dimensionless variables, so that all (except 
E) typical parameters of the problem (length, thermal velocity, ets.) are of E) typical parameters of the problem (length, thermal velocity, ets.) are of 
order of unity. Roughly speaking we can distinguish three typical time scales: order of unity. Roughly speaking we can distinguish three typical time scales: 

(I) tr N E is the free path time; (2)t2 (I) tr N E is the free path time; (2)t, N 1 is the typical macroscopic time(the N 1 is the typical macroscopic time(the 
period of sonic waves); (3)ts N E-’ period of sonic waves); (3)ts N E-’ is the typical time of dissipative processes is the typical time of dissipative processes 
(viscosity,heat transfer). Therefore we can write down formally the general (viscosity,heat transfer). Therefore we can write down formally the general 
solution of (1) solution of (1) as a function of the three time-variables as a function of the three time-variables 

= l-1( 5, w; i/E, t, EiIE), 

that is the standard trick of perturbation theory, the dependence on E being that is the standard trick of perturbation theory, the dependence on E being 
supposed to be formally-analytical in the neighborhood of the point E = 0. supposed to be formally-analytical in the neighborhood of the point E = 0. 

When we discuss the so-called normal solutions of the Roltzmann equation When we discuss the so-called normal solutions of the Roltzmann equation 
[2] we in fact consider the partial class of the functions (2) depending on the [2] we in fact consider the partial class of the functions (2) depending on the 

two time variables only two time variables only 

f(q v, t> = “f2(5,11; WI&) f(q v, t> = “f2(5,11; WI&) (3) (3) 

It is important to consider separately two arguments t and &t inspite of It is important to consider separately two arguments t and &t inspite of 
analitic (linear) dependence on E of the second time variable. Putting analitic (linear) dependence on E of the second time variable. Putting 

S(x, u, t) = fi(xc, v; tl4 S(x, u, t) = fi(xc, v; tl4 
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I creasing wit,h time as Et already in the first order approximation in respect 
* E. We can consider the standard Chapman- Enskog method as one of possible 

ways to take into accc,>unt correct dependence on “slow time” Et. 
* Finally we can define also the sub-class of the normal solutions (3) that 

includes the des)endence on “slow time” it only, i.e. 1 

f(z, u, t) = f&x, r?; ECIE). (4) 

Sllch solutions will be called quasistationary. Omitting subscript 3 of the 
#a- function fs and cha,nging the time variable t -+ Et, we obtain the quasist 

tionary form of the Boltzmann equation 

Eft + I) ’ j; = z-‘I(!, f). (5) 

Thus, it is clear that the quasistatiotlary solutions are the special case of 
the normal solutions of the Hilbert class [‘L]. Therefore for coustructitlg the 
solutions of (5) we do not, need to do complex direct calculations with the 
Boltzmann equation since it is possible to use the wc>ll-known result,s of the 
Chapman-Enskog expansion. 

We pass now to the derivation of the basic equations. 

3 The derivation of basic equations 

We inf.rnc-l1lc-e t}lrx statlsdard n()tations 

_.__ .  ~.~~~ I  ’ 

gas temperature. It follows from the IMtzmann equation (5) that the hy- 
drodynamical variables p(z, t), u(z, t), p(~, t) satisfy the following exact (but 
ilnclosed\ svstem of equations: 



hew t,hp st~ansdad summation rule (2, k = 1, 2, ;I) a110 tllc) IOllOWlllg nom- wl.-.- ~___ I~ ____ -.-~~- 
tions are used: 

\“/ \“/ 

The system is written in the form of conservation laws, we can also trans- The system is written in the form of conservation laws, we can also trans- 
form it to the more usual form form it to the more usual form 

ac, a ac, a a a 
E-b)t+nrr.pu=O,p(Edt+u E-b)t+Tj-y=O,p(E~+” (9) (9) 

d = 0 d = 0 

We shall use the well-known Chapman-Enscog expansion: We shall use the well-known Chapman-Enscog expansion: 

(M (M CCJ CCJ 
(r& = c &$), q = fJ& = c En*);), q = (10) (10) 

w=l w=l TL=l TL=l 

where where 

(11) (11) 

with the known coefficients of viscosity fL(7’) and heat transfer X(T). The with the known coefficients of viscosity fL(7’) and heat transfer X(T). The 
next terms in the sums (10) correspond to higher approximations (Burnett, next terms in the sums (10) correspond to higher approximations (Burnett, 
super-Burnett,ets.). Our goal is to construct the leading asymptotic terms 
with E --+ 0. Putting in (9) E = 0 we r1otic.e that CJ~~ = 0 and q = 0 with 
E = 0, therefore we obtain for the litniting hydrodynamical values p(O), ~(‘1 
and p(O) the stationary Euler equations 

a (0) &'P u (0) = 0, &(ni,,jo),p + p(o)&ik) = 0, u(o) . ; I*, p@qpq-w = 0. 
1 x 

(12) 
Thus we have to choose a certain stationary solution of the Euler equa- 

tions as the leading asymptotic term. We do not consider discontinuous 
solutions (shock waves) since this approach is not applied to the description 
of such solutions. Let us assume that there is no shocks in the domain un- 
der consideration and that the limiting solution (p(O), UC”), p(O)) is sufficiently 
smooth.Then the two essentially different cases are possible: (l)u(‘) f 0 and 



f’~\~~(‘) = 0, The trivial solution p(O) = 
\ “ I ” ”  ~ 

~3-j7zst,~u(0) = con,.~t,p(~) = corxd is 
irrclllrled _ __ ._ - -_ . . automatically in the case (2) by the transition to the uniformly 

* mnv;r~o reference system (the Boltzniann equation is invariant uuder this l l lV 7 ‘.A& . 

lationl. We surmose that there exists the IIilbert-type asymptotic trarisforrl-m. .~ ~~, L 1 
expantiou 

p = p(O) + /1(l) + ‘.., IL = u(O) + J’) + .‘., 2, = p(O) 4 p(l) + ..‘, 

where n(“). IL(‘~). J”). 71. = 0, 1, . . . do uot, depend otl E. 111 the C:LS~S (I) and 
Id 

I  J , I  ,  

(2) the limit (E = 0) Reynolds numbers are respectivaly Reo = CC at 
RP, - rmst, ‘W..,” - c. We restrict ourselves below to the case (2), that is ,u(O) = 0. 

: sx,st,cm (12) is reduced to the only equation gradpcO) = 0, i.e. its Then the -~ _. ~..~ \ , 
geueral solution for this case is 

I _ - 

wit.11 arhit.r;lrv fttn(-t,iolrs 0 (‘))(s [I and p(“)jt).We consider uow the equations ,. 

p(“) = p(O)(;c, t), II (0) = 0, $0) z p(O) (h) (13) 

.._“__ .“~‘,‘““-‘j ____. ..~ ~~~ , \ , 
‘ ’ ’ (7) in the first order on c 

ap(O) a a+‘) 
-Yjy+ilrp(o)lLrl) = 0, Y$-&- = , 

o ap(O)(t) 5 o 
i3r $51’ (t)div,lL(‘) = 

p) 

)2;’ \, I ,, - , - n /I “1 
I’41 

7”(O) = pP)/p co). To close this svstcrn it is necessary to add to it a single 
(vprt,nr) cmlla.t,iou of the second order 011 5, that defines time evolution OF the \ ._“_ .,‘, _ .‘,” - ._..... 
rnean velocity 

In other words we can omit in the Burnett expression for CT!;;“’ [l] certa,in 
t,errrls which are r)rouortioual t,o spatial gradients of the mean velocity and 

I  1 

the pressure since 

= O(1). 
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Then we obtain the same formula as in [S] 

(+ _ P2GY < I< @fr -- 
PT 2 dXidXk 

-+ I&g$ > uf4 
1 k 

with constant coefficients ZCz and K3 (A’, = 11 ‘s = 3 for Maxwell molecules 

and I{, = 2.418,K3 = 0.219 for hard spheres [S]). The second order (on E) 
equations for p(l)(x, t) and p(‘)(t) do not affect on leading asymptotic terms, 
therefore we do not consider these equations. The leading asymptotic terms 
/‘(“)(x,t),p(o)(t),~(l)(x,t) and p(‘)(z, t) are defined by the equations (14),( 15). 
Finally we can formulate the following 

Proposition.The asymptotic with E --f 0 expansion of the solution of 
equations (7), satisfying the additional condition u = O(E), has the following 
form: 

p = /3(x, t) + ..‘) u = &ii(x,t) + . ..) p = p&)[l + En(t) + E2j@, t) + . ..I. 

where points denote higher order terms. The leading asymptotic terms can 
be obtained from the following equations for the functions j, li, 11 and p. (the 
sign N is omitted below): 

dP x + divpu = 0, f%k-J(Q 5 F + Spodivu = idivX(T)gradT, T = 7 (17) 

a27 

+‘T($+~$-)~k+-$k = & < 2K$-r”(liza 

K3 t3T BT 
+-T----- T oct.; i)rk) r, tc = &* 

Remark.Formally speaking the main correction (of order E) to ye(t) is de- 
fined by the function r(t) but it does not change gradp. Therefore the 
functionfi(rc, t) is more important, as to n(t) it can be defined from the equa- 
tions of the next approximation. 

It is naturally to call the equations (17) the equations of quasistationary 
slow flows (QSF), they are reduced to the well-known SNIF equations [6] 
in the stationary case (see also Introduction). We can consider for these 
equations different initial boundary value problems. These equations include 
formallv the third order derivatives but it is possible to exclude them by the ., 
eauation 

L 

%O 
2X(T)AT = -2X’(T)(gradT)’ + 5podivu + 3at, AT 

8 

= divgradT. 



Therefore in the tax of purely cliffusiou reflection we obtain for E ---f 0 
the following boundary conditions [6] 

a 
8T,, 

Tir = T,,, unlr = 0,71,11‘ = +--- as, ’ 
VW 

* 
where ?ir and up- denote boundary (on the surface i’ ) values of 7’ and 7L, 

7:) is the wall (surface r) temperature, u,, and ui are respectively normal 

and tangential velocity components.The last relation expresses the known 
condition of tJhe temperature slip, we obtain the standard condition ulr = 0 
for an isotcrrnic wall. The boundary conditions (18) define conlpletely the 
statement of boundary value problems for the QSI” equatious (17). 

4 Principal properties and special cases of 
QSF equations 

We can exclude t,he density p(x, L) = yo/‘l’(s, i) f ram t,hra equations ( 17) and 

write them in the form of conservation laws (mass, momcntutn and energy) 

zyq- + ~?'~~i = 07 
8 PO(t) 8 pop) 

(19 
I 

a PO ( f 1 
zTjT'"k + Y&-[y11i7Lk + PO(t)PSik] z 

3 PO ( j 1 

L t 

i3 811; 2 

&y 

_ Pr IiT:1 xr iw 
-_ 

< 2'L aXk j " i3Xia:I:k + 7' a.1:; i3.l'k 
-- --) >, ('LO) 

<3X; 

-- if ipo(l) 4 ' ~[~l)O(t)tLi - X(?')~] = 0. (21) 
Iti 

We show also that the Boltztnann H-theorem is valid for this systern.Putting 

P 513 
s = 111 - = WI--“/3 In p, (22) 

PO(f) 
m we obtain 

, 
ils %X(T) d?’ o 
i)t+11 a a%-2 

.-----------= I (23) s dx :<po( t ) ax 

9 



cc) isobaric solutions, i.e. pn = const. Then the system (17) reads \ I \ I 

$$ + div: 
WY = 0, div(u - :qgradT) = 0, q = - ) K = Pm ) 

3 

- (2s) 

PO PO 

10 

Hence, 

$ps + divpsu -I- $divA(T)gradT = 0. 

Finally, we put 

h = p[ln pT-“j2 + C] (24) 

with non-relevant consant C and obtain the H-theorem in the following form 

dh WY dt + div[hu + TgradT] = -7 X(T) (gradT)2 2 0. (25) 

Thus, the equations (17) possess the analog of the Boltzmann H-theorem 
on the contrary to the full Burnett equations [3]. 

First of all we note the two special cases which were considered in detail 
in above ment,ioned papers [I, 21: 

(a) stationary solutions, for that our equations coincide with SNIF-equations 
and 

(b) isothermal solutions, i.e. 

1’ = const =+ p = cOnst,pO = const, (26) 

for that> our equations coincide with incompressible Navier-Stokes equations 
/ 

divu = 0, ($ + u . f-)u + gradp = Au (27) 

after the self-evident change of variables p -+ cup, 2 + /Jx, t -+ yt with 
a, /3, y = const. 

-. These two cases were studied in detail earlier and therefore we consider 
now some other cases. 

If we consider the problem in infinite space with the equilibrium condi- 
tions p. = const,T = const in infinity then we have to take into account 
only 





with unknown functions g(t) with unknown functions g(t) and d(t) = p;(t). Then the first equation (32) and d(t) = p;(t). Then the first equation (32) 
reads reads 

P~(T--‘)~ + 2$/(5T) - (II, -t 3x4/5)(7’-7, + (3pTz/2T), = 0. P~(T--‘)~ + 2$/(5T) - (II, -t 3m$/5)(T-7, + (3pT,/2T), = 0. 

Let us consider now the heat transfer between two parallel planes with Let us consider now the heat transfer between two parallel planes with 
x-coordinates z1 < 22, then the boundary conditions are: ,u(Q) = u(:c~) = x-coordinates z1 < 22, then the boundary conditions are: ,u(Q) = u(:c~) = 
0, T(zI) = ~;,T(.Q) = Tz. The functions g(t) 0, T(zI) = ~;,T(.Q) = Tz. The functions g(t) and (b(t) are defined by the and (b(t) are defined by the 
relations relations 

7) + 3x,4/5 = 3p(T,)T’(z,,), n = 1,2, q!~ + 3x,4/5 = 3p(T,)T’(z,,), n = 1,2, 

therefore therefore 

+ = 3[w(TdT’(~) - wG)T’(~~)], d = 5bV’dT’(~) - P(W%)I + = 3[w(rI;)T’(d - w(WVd, d = %Q’$Y~z) - ,4W%)l 
2(Q - G> 2(Q - G> 2(q - 2,) 2(q - 2,) 

Finally we introduce new time variable putting ctr = rlt/pO(l) and reduce Finally we introduce new time variable putting & = &/po(l) and reduce 
the problem to a single equation the problem to a single equation 

yr + (2/5)&/ - [$ + (3/2)x4] = (3/2)[~(y-‘)y-‘y,],,:cl < :c < x2,y = T-l, yT + (2/5)&/ - [$ + (3/2)x4] = (3/2)[~(y-‘)y-‘y,],,:cl < :c < x2,y = T-l, 
(33) (33) 

with boundary conditions ~(2~) = Tl-’ and ~(22) = 7;-’ and with given with boundary conditions ~(2~) = Tl-’ and ~(22) = 7;-’ and with given 
initial data. After the solution y(z,~) is found one can define the function initial data. After the solution y(z,~) is found one can define the function 
c$(T) = p;(t) and then put c$(T) = p;(t) and then put 

PO(T) = PO(O) rrl’[~T~~4(~)l, t = PO(O) JDrexd~‘hWl. PO(T) = PO(O) rrl’[~T~~4(~)l, t = PO(O) JDrexd~‘hWl. 

In such a way we can obtain the solution of the problem relating to In such a way we can obtain the solution of the problem relating to 
the heat transfer between two parallel walls. the heat transfer between two parallel walls. It should be note that the It should be note that the 
rnomentum equation in (17) rnomentum equation in (17) is needed in the one-dimensional heat, transfer is needed in the one-dimensional heat, transfer 
problem only for constructing of non-equilibrium pressure p(:~, t). problem only for constructing of non-equilibrium pressure p(:~, t). 

Let, us consider now the more simple initial value problem in infinite Let, us consider now the more simple initial value problem in infinite 
domain with the conditions T -+ T, with 2 -+ TOO. Then p. = CO~ZS~, $, = domain with the conditions T -+ T, with 2 -+ TOO. Then p. = CO~ZS~, $, = 
$ = 0, and we obtain the usual quasilinear diffusion equation for the density $ = 0, and we obtain the usual quasilinear diffusion equation for the density 
p z pop p z pop 

Pt = Pm& WI = 3P(PolP)l(2P)* Pt = Pm& WI = 3P(PolP)l(2P)* (34) (34) 

After the function p(z,t), satisfying this equation and given initial con- After the function p(z,t), satisfying this equation and given initial con- 
ditions, is found we can define the non-equilibrium pressure p(z, t) (p t 0 ditions, is found we can define the non-equilibrium pressure p(z, t) (p t 0 
with 1~1 --+ co) by formula with 1~1 --+ co) by formula 

p(x,t) = 4nu,/3 - (2~~/3)(&T,. + I&T;/T) - u2/T - 3/cT,/(2T). p(x,t) = 4nu,/3 - (2~~/3)(&T,. + I&T;/T) - u2/T - 3/cT,/(2T). (35) (35) 

12 12 



To obtain this formula the identit,y [F(T)Y\], = [1,‘(7’)7;], was used.We note 
that in one-dimensional heat transfer problem the Burnett tt:rnks result in 
the small correction for the equilibrium pressure and do ttut change the tem- 
perature. It will be sliow~~ below that the situation is quite different in 

ti-dimensional case. 
Finallv we consider the ecruation for u L (31) 

If T(.r:, t) and U(X, t) arc ‘now11 t,hen it is a simple linear quation. IIence, ., h 
in one-dimensional case the most important step is the solving of the non- 
linear diffusion equation (31). 

It, is remarkable that for the hiaxwell molecules we obtain D(p) = I)o~-~ 
[l,%] and the ccluation (31) may be linearised by the following way [12]. We 
r,ut 0 = 2?., r = IAd in (31) and obtain 

Let us pass from z(x,t) to inverse function x(z,t) by formulas 

i.e. the equation (34) is reduced t.o t,he usual linear diffusion equation 

I-ience~ for the nilaxwell molecules we are able in principle to construct the 
exact general solution of t,tie quAions (X2), (36) with equilibrium troundary 
conditions pu3 = I:CW~S~, T, = coot in the infinity. 

6 Multidimensional stationary problems 

x 

We consider now the full system of equations (17). Tl le equations arc derived 
from the Boltzmann equation as t,llc leading asymptotic expansion terms with 
E -+ 0. The following two properties should be emphasized. 
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(1) The equations (17) include the functions pa(t) and T(z, t) having the 
order 0( 1) with c t 0 and also the functions ~(5, t), ~(z, 1) that correspond 
to small corrections of the order O(E) and O(E’) respectively to the limiting 
values u = 0 and p = po; 

(2) The equations (17) do not contain E, i.e. they define the limiting at 
E = 0 values ljo(t) and T(z,2). It is important that these limiting values can 
not be found without knowledge of the functions ~(z,t) and p(z:,t), inspitc 
of the fact that these functions are of no importance at E = 0. 

These properties show the important role of the Durnett terms in (17). 
Let 11s colisider the stationary heat-transfer problem with the boundary con- 
ditions 

T,ri =T;,u,r, =o,i= 1,2 )..‘) N (38) 

on certain isotermal surfaces I?;. In the Navier-Stokes approximation ( K2 = 
I<3 = 0 in (17)) one can put u = 0,p = 0 and reduce the problem to the usual 
stationary boundary value problem for the nonlinear heat transfer equation 

divlc(T)gradT = 0,5!ir, = Ti, (39) 

that is equivalent to the standard linear Laplace equation. Let us assume 
now that K2,3 # 0, then the stationary solutions with u(z,t) G 0 are admis- 
sible only under the following condition: the solution of the boundary value 
problem (26) guarantees the solvability of the equation for p(x, t) 

Pz, = -[~2(T)(&Tz,zk + (&/~)T~,Tz,]~~,, 

i.e. the right hand part has to be a k-th component of gradient vector. The 
equation can be simplified and written as -_ 

VII = F(T)(VT)2VT, F(T) = K2(m” - PC”) + (I~‘,/~)(K/T)~, V z grad, 

\ --/ 
with certain function II(z) ( see below). Finally we write down the necessary 
condition of the absence of convection (i.e. u(~,t) s 0) as tile condition of 
consistencv of the eauations 

VK(T)VT = 0, rot[F(T)(VT)2VT] = 0 

and boundary conditions (38). This necessary condition was firstly obtained 
by the authors of [6] and‘it ‘was proved that this condition is fulfilled only 



in “verv svrnmetric” cases (concentric spheres or coaxial cylinders). In more 
~mmaicla~es the staticmar; solution of il’i) implies IL(:E, t) # 0, some partial 0% ... - __. .’ 
solutions were described in [ti]. 

FffTlf~ _____. e, in the general case the t.herrnal strpsses iuduce convection currents, 
this physical effect is absent in the Navier-Stokes description. The effect 
is verv interesting from physical point of view and was discussed in detail -_’ --J 

llre We r1nt.r) t,h;l.t, t,he correso()IldiIlg velocit,\~ 11as all order (I(E) 

mrrmt,ion Mowcver there exists mother effect that remains rlonzero even at 

in literat .__._. .._ __-I_ ______ .-.. , 
and clisar>r)ears in the litnitinrr case c = 0, th&eforr ii is fornAly a srnall 
..___ __-__-__. __.. -- 
the lirnit E = 0. 

7 SC- _.__-._ ~~-r/ tationarv tenmerature eld at the lim lit 1 
& = I) 

the Accordingly to the Navier-Stokes equations the temperature T’(J) satisfies 
<t.At~innarv heath-t,r;l.nsfer e(yllat,ion (n{j). lIo\vever it; fc)llc)ws fro111 tllc: station 111 .I-.-_ ---J -__-I I_- ^_... -- . . . . . . ~~ \ , ary 

equations (17) thatJ 

(3/2)divtc(T)grad? = divu = u - grad III ‘1‘ w 

These 1 ” ecruations are compatible with (39) only if \ I 

divu = 0, u . gradT = 0, divx(Y’)grad? = 0. (44 

2 conditions are obviously weaker than the above discussed conditJion 
11 = 0. 

TlleSl 

. . . Y.,.l.,_. -- -_ 
ature satisfvinr th 

We rl~srrib 1~10~ the partial class of solut,iotls of (17) with the temf 
e heat-transfer equation (39). In this case we can find the 

t,m~nera.t,llr~ fr:rn t,he boundarv value urol~lern (;39) a[ld then consider it 

)er- 

, as ~ -___ r _ _ -_. -_. ._. . ~~ d 1 \ 8 
a given function. The Burnett terms in (17) can be expressed as 

[~2(z\j2T~,rk + (zi-,/T)?;,Tu,)]z, = -z~~(K2/7”)(v77’)2 + fi’(T)(v7’)2T,k, 

with F(T) from (40). Therefore putting in (17) 

II = 1’ f Z<3( %“/7’)( VT)” 
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we obtain the equations which are similar to the incompressible Navier-Stokes we obtain the equations which are similar to the incompressible Navier-Stokes 
equations equations 

divu=O,up-,=O,i=l,..., N, divu=O,up-,=O,i=l,..., N, 

$7, * &k + g = $2 •t g, 4 F’(T)(vT)2g. $7, * &k + g = $2 •t g, 4 F’(T)(vT)2g. (43) (43) 
k k . I . I 

This system of equations with given function 7’(x) defines the velocity This system of equations with given function 7’(x) defines the velocity 
field U(X). However if the resulting function U(X) does not satisfy in general field U(X). However if the resulting function U(X) does not satisfy in general 
case the orthogonality condition case the orthogonality condition 

u - gradT = 0, u - gradT = 0, (44 (44 

then the conject,ure that the temperature satisfies the heat transfer equation then the conject,ure that the temperature satisfies the heat transfer equation 
(39) appears to be wrong. (39) appears to be wrong. It is clear that the additional condition (43) is It is clear that the additional condition (43) is 
fulfilled only for very specia.1 cases, so that in the general case the Navier- fulfilled only for very specia.1 cases, so that in the general case the Navier- 
Stokes equation does not result in the correct temperature field 7’(x) at the Stokes equation does not result in the correct temperature field 7’(x) at the 
limit c = 0. limit c = 0. 

We consider in more detail the two-dimensional flows with the strea,m We consider in more detail the two-dimensional flows with the strea,m 
function B(x,y) such that function B(x,y) such that 

u = (u,, 7Ly), u, = u = (u,, 7Ly), u, = B,, uv = -B,, T = T(:c,y),p = y(.q y). B,, uv = -B,, T = T(:c,y),p = y(.q y). 

Then it, follows from the orthogonality condition (43) that Then it, follows from the orthogonality condition (43) that 

B,T% - B,Ty = 0, B,T% - B,Ty = 0, 

the stream function depends on z,y only through the temperature the stream function depends on z,y only through the temperature 
r(;T, y), B cz B(T). r(;T, y), B cz B(T). Th Th e s reamlines coinside with isotherms. Introduct- e s reamlines coinside with isotherms. Introduct- t t 
ing a new function Q(T) such that Q’(T) = K(T) ing a new function Q(T) such that Q’(T) = K(T) we notice that the function we notice that the function 
4(x:, y) = @[T(s, y)] satisfies the Laplace equation AC#J = 0. Therefore we can 4(x:, y) = @[T(s, y)] satisfies the Laplace equation AC#J = 0. Therefore we can 
consider an analytic function consider an analytic function 

f(z) = db, Y> + d+, Y), A4 = All, = 0, f(z) = db, Y> + d+, Y), A4 = All, = 0, 

where CJ~ and II, are conjugate harmonic functions. where CJ~ and II, are conjugate harmonic functions. The streamlines and The streamlines and 
isoterms coincide with the lines Ref = const. Let us introduce new un- isoterms coincide with the lines Ref = const. Let us introduce new un- 
known function A(d) by formulas known function A(d) by formulas 

vz = A(d)&,, uy = -W+Q,L. vz = A(d)&,, uy = -W+Q,L. 
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We consider the functions T, K(T), F(T) as giver1 futtct,ions of d : 7‘ = 
T(q5),n(T) = a(& F(T) = C(d). F ‘itially we exclude the futtctiott Il(rr, :1/) I 
from the equation (4%) and obtain the equation 

* &[-& ’ ;il-,$ + c(d)(vT)‘g + &(o,(~ 4 gy = 
2 ., L X, a~1 

g[-&L~ +-)lLy + c($q(aT)2~ + &+#q($ t $41 = x,x!2 = !/a 
t 

It is possible to pass to new indepcttdent variables 7’ = ;(J*, y), s = $(x, y) 
(conforrnal transformation by the atialitic futictSion f’(z) ). In these variables 
t>he last> equatiott is reduced to the ordinary differential equation of the Lhitd 
order for the unknown futtction A(r) 

3 
c A-&, s)A’“‘(r) + k&,S).4(1’)A’(T’) + IiT&-, s)iP(7q + k&*, s) = 0, 
11=O 

with given coeffitients kn(7*, s), 72 = 0, . . . . 6. The solut,ion of this equation is itt 
general case a function of the both variables r and s. ‘l’lterr~forc the: cotiditJion 
A = A(r) d .f P tnes certain additional cortdit~ions imposed on the coeffit3icttts 
ii$r,t). I [ t II )ar icular the exatnple described in [t;] (bc. “‘IS ilow hetween two 
sides of the angle) corresponds to such degenerate case. 

Finally we would like to stress once more that in general ca,se the limiting 
(at. E = 0) t, k t em 3era ure does not satisfy the standard heat, 1,rattsfcr equation. 
0f course, the above described equttiotts and also t,he known SNIP-equations 
arc derived formally on the basis of sottte conjectures and t,lir~reforc* all con- 
styuenccs of these equations should be considered wit tt certaitt care. We 
discuss this question in detail it1 the next Section. 

8 Conclusions 

We have considered above some special cases of the rarefied gas flows with 
small Knudsen numbers E -+ 0, when tlte time evolution of hydrodinatni- \ 
cal parameters p, U, 7’ is described by QSt’ equations (17), which are more 
complex than the usual Nat’ier-Stokes equations. The QSF equations can 

P be cousidered ils the non-st~at.iottary versiott of the SNIF equations (61. In 
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the isotermal case the equations (17) are equivalent to the incompressible 
Navier-Stokes equations. 

The QSF equations are derived from the Boltzmann equation cm the basis 
of three conjectures: 

(1) quasistationarity, i.e. f(~, 21, t/e) = i(z, U,Et]E), t -+ 00, E --+ 0, tl = Et 

is finite; 
(2) the distribution function f(~, U, t”]~) admits an asymptotic expansion 

- x 
f = j-0 + Efi + E2f2 -I- E3f3 + "") 

including the terms not less than of the third order on E; 
(3) slowness, i.e. 

J 
clT&(.r, 0, tl)v = 0. 

The incompressible Navier-Stokes equations can be considered as a partial 
case of QSF equations that corresponds to the aclditional conjecture 

(4’) isothermality, i.e. 

1 
To = __ tEujlo(x,v;i) = comt. 

3Po J 

The last two conjectures result in the fact that the limiting distribution 
function f” coincides with the absolute Maxwell distribution, that corresponcls 
to the approach used earlier in [4],[5]. W e note that the incompressible 
Navier-Stokes equations can be easily derived from the compressible Navier- 
Stokes equations by a silmilar way without any connection to the Boltzmann 
equation ( M.N. Kogan first called my attention to this fact in 1991). 

Finally the well-known SNIF equations [6] can be also consedered as a 
partial case of the equations (17) that corresponds to the substitution of the 
conjecture (1) by the stronger conjecture 

(1’) stationarity, i.e. f(Z, V, t]E) = f(X, U]C). 
In connection with stationary problems the interesting open problem 

should be mentioned. It is clear that according to the Navier-Stokes equations 
the stationary temperature distribution in the limiting case E = 0 satisfies 

the heat transfer equation 

divX(T)gradT = 0. (45) 

However it is not so according to the SNIF equations (and our conjec- 

tures (1% (2), (3) >, t i is necessary to solve much more complex system of 



equations. The solution of this system does not coinside with the solution of 
the heat transer equation except some degenerate cases. 

Thus the SNIF-theory [6] predicts an absence of gas convection for E = 0 
> that. is in complete agreement with the Navier-Stokes equations, however it 
also predicts the non-Navier - Stokes temperature field at the same limit. At 
the same time the simple heat transfer equation is very customary in physics 
and it is difficult t,o refuse of it. Is it possible that this equakion remains 
valid ‘2 In principle the answer can bt: posit,ive if we weaken tile conjecture 
(2) and ~ubstitutc it by 

(2’) f(z! 21, t[E) admits an asyrrrpt.otlic expansion 

+ s = f, 4 Efi + E”fz + “‘) 

including the terms not less than of the second o&r on z. 
Then the stationa,ry hydrodinatnics equations will have the form 

p = coast, divz = 0. pdivu = ~divX(ll’)gradT. 
.* _. 

If we suppose that the temperature satisfies the equa.tit 
velocitv satisfies the ecruations 

I’ . -5 _- (46) 

111 (45) then the 

As we mentioned above the general solution of these equation 

with an arbitrary function F(T). Let us suppose that the conjccturc~ (P’), not 
(2),is valid. For example, 

Then the SNIF equations are not valid but the equations (46) remain 
correct. In this case t,hc velocity should he found not front the SNIF equations 
but in some different way. It is obviously possible that the temperature 
satisfies the equation (45) and t,hcn the \rclocity sa,l,isfitls (47),(4X) or even 
‘U = 0. 



We note tha.t the standard Chapman-Enskog expa.nsion are essentially 
non-stationary one, therefore the validity of the stationary Navier-Stokes 
equations is not, self-evident apriori. It was proved in [14] that they are 
valid for certain class of one dimensional problems but the same question 

5 

becomes much more difficult in two-dimensional case. At the same time it 
should be stressed that there is no contradiction betbveen the above consid- 
ered equations and the Navier-Stokes equations in one-dimensional case, the 
contradiction appears for multidimensional problems only. 

Thus it is desirable to clarify this question and to obtain the definite 
answer as regards to the limiting with E -+ 0 temperature field in the heat 
transfer problems for the Boltzmann equation. Besides a rigorous rnsth- 
ematical analysis of this limiting case it is possible to use t,he numerical 
experiment. For instance, in the problern of the heatI-transfer between two 
non-coaxial cylinders, that was solved numerically in [13], one can compare 
the ternperature field with the solution of the heat-transfer equation (45). 
This equation is equivalent to the usual Laplace equation and therefore can 
be solved without any serious difficulties. If some stable with E -+ 0 devia- 
tions from the Laplace equation solution would be observed then it, could be 
considered as a confirmation of the validity of the SNIF and QSF equations. 
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